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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Security indicators in web browsers alert users to the presence of a secure connection between their computer and a
web server; many studies have shown that such indicators
are largely ignored by users in general. In other areas of
computer security, research has shown that technical expertise can decrease user susceptibility to attacks.
In this work, we examine whether computer or security
expertise affects use of web browser security indicators. Our
study takes place in the context of web-based single sign-on,
in which a user can use credentials from a single identity
provider to login to many relying websites; single sign-on
is a more complex, and hence more difficult, security task
for users. In our study, we used eye trackers and surveyed
participants to examine the cues individuals use and those
they report using, respectively.
Our results show that users with security expertise are
more likely to self-report looking at security indicators, and
eye-tracking data shows they have longer gaze duration at
security indicators than those without security expertise.
However, computer expertise alone is not correlated with
recorded use of security indicators. In survey questions, neither experts nor novices demonstrate a good understanding
of the security consequences of web-based single sign-on.

HTTPS; security indicators; single sign-on; web browsers;
usability; eye-tracking; experts

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C2.0 [Computer-communication networks]: General—
security and protection; H.1.2 [Information Systems Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems—human factors
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Web browsers employ certain security indicators—such as
the presence of the lock icon, the use of “https” and domain
name in the location bar, or certificate information—to help
users make decisions regarding potential online threats, particularly related to the security of the web communications
transmitted over the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) / Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol. Despite having been
present in browsers for more than 15 years, many studies
have demonstrated, using both self-reported usage and eyetracking data, that security indicators are largely ineffective
at communicating security information to users.
In other areas of security research, such as phishing, technical expertise has been shown to be a mitigating factor in
user susceptibility to online attacks.
Recently, the nature of user authentication on the web
has changed. While user authentication was originally sitecentric—users had different usernames and passwords for
each web site—the use of single sign-on authentication has
allowed users to use their credentials from a single identity
provider to log in to multiple sites, which are called relying parties. Single sign-on can provide several benefits to
users: most notably, they do not need to remember as many
username/password combinations, and they do not need to
register for new accounts at each site. On the other hand,
there is a single point of failure (the identity provider), and
users may have less control over their personal information.
Single sign-on systems are of growing importance within
organizations and corporations. On the public Internet, several end-user single sign-on systems are currently available,
both proprietary, such as ones provided by social networking
sites like Facebook and Google, and open, such as the distributed standard OpenID. As of October 2012, one industry
study reported that 54% of logins using social networking
single-sign on used Facebook’s system [9].
Web-based single sign-on typically involves authentication via redirection from the relying party to the identity
provider; the user authenticates to the identity provider, and

then the browser is redirected back to the relying party with
authentication tokens which the relying party can use in a
back-channel to obtain the user’s profile information from
the identity provider. Because of the redirection, information flow is much less clear than the traditional login process
and may place a substantial cognitive burden on users.
In this work, we explore two related themes. First, we
examine whether users with higher technical expertise make
better use of security indicators in web browsers. Second,
we examine to what extent users employing single sign-on
make use of security indicators in web browsers and their
degree of understanding of the flow of information in single
sign-on. Our study employs eye-trackers to obtain data on
actual user behaviour, using both Facebook and OpenID as
single sign-on identity providers.
Our goal is to provide answers to the following questions:
• Do users look for security indicators when using single
sign-on in web browsers?
• Does the behaviour of users with respect to security
indicators differ between novices and those with computer or security expertise?
• To what extent do users understand the flow of information and risks involved in single sign-on? Do novices
and experts have different understandings?
Approach. Our study involved 19 participants who completed a variety of online tasks involving both Facebook and
OpenID for single sign-on and then filled out a survey. The
surveys were used to compare reported behaviour to observed behaviour. Because eye-tracking is time-intensive,
data-intensive, and often perceived as invasive, relatively
small sample sizes are common.
While completing online tasks, participants’ gazes were
recorded using eye-tracking equipment. The online tasks included a variety of social networking tasks, such as rating
an item on a movie website, sharing an item onto a social
networking profile, and using a social networking account
to login to other websites. Participants were asked to use
their own Facebook account, but were provided with an alternative account upon request; for tasks involving OpenID,
participants used a provided account.
The survey had three sections of questions: demographics,
technological expertise, and single sign-on. Using answers
from the technological experience section, we classified participants as either (a) novice, (b) computer experts, or (c)
computer and security experts.
Results. After classifying users’ expertise, we examined a
variety of user behaviours and responses within the context
of expertise. Here are some of the results of our analysis:
• Security experts have higher self-reported use of security indicators than non-security experts, and this
is confirmed with eye-tracking data, both in terms of
gaze duration and number of fixations at security indicators.
• Users with only computer expertise, not security expertise, have no more frequent self-reported or actual
use of security indicators than novices.
• In general, users have a poor understanding of the flow
of information during single sign-on. They do not understand the flow of credentials and profile information between the browser, the identity provider, and
the relying party. They cannot correctly say whether
relying parties learn the password for their account at
the identity provider; computer experts are somewhat

better than computer novices at this, though surprisingly we cannot say the same for security experts.
• Users do not always realize that they are using single
sign-on, especially when doing so within the context
of a single organization whose services are distributed
across multiple internal web servers.
• Users do understand that, after logging in to a relying
party via an identity provider, they need to logout of
the identity provider when terminating their session at
a public computer.
Outline. Section 2 reviews background on single sign-on,
security indicators, and expertise in security usability. In
Section 3, we present our detailed methodology. Analysis
and discussion is presented in Section 4. Additional discussion, including study limitations, appears in Section 5, and
Section 6 concludes. The study tasks and statistical analysis methodology appear in the appendices. The full survey
and statistical methodology have been omitted due to space
constraints, but appear in the full version.1

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Single sign-on

Single sign-on (SSO) protocols allow a user with an account at an identity provider to identify herself to a thirdparty service, called a relying party.
Only recently has single sign-on seen widespread implementation on the public Internet. OpenID [10] is a standard
for federated authentication in which anyone can setup an
identity provider and anyone can be a relying party, with
no formal relationships required between relying parties and
identity providers. Several commercial OpenID providers
exist, and many webmail services act as OpenID providers,
but at present relatively few relying parties exist.
Closely related to single sign-on is the notion of delegated
authorisation, such as in the OAuth protocol [1], where a
user can delegate authority to a third party to access a
particular resource on a server. For example, in August
2009, the popular microblogging site Twitter started requiring OAuth for all delegated authorisation.
In December 2008 the social networking site Facebook
started offering a feature called “Facebook Connect” in which
third party websites can allow users to login using their Facebook credentials rather than having to register for a separate account; this proprietary single sign-on service is built
in part on the OAuth protocol.
For OpenID, Facebook Connect, and OAuth, single signon works via a sequence of redirects between webpages:
1. The user is on the website of a relying party, such as
the movie review site Rotten Tomatoes.
2. The user clicks the “Login with Facebook” button on
Rotten Tomatoes.
3. The user is redirected from Rotten Tomatoes to a Facebook login screen.
4. The user enters their Facebook username and password
on the Facebook login screen and clicks “Submit”.
5. Facebook verifies the credentials and asks the user to
authorise the release of certain profile information.
6. The user consents to the release of profile information and then is redirected back to Rotten Tomatoes.
1
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Figure 1: Web browser security indicators. Google
Chrome 17.0, Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0.5, Microsoft
Internet Explorer 9.0.5 with an extended validation certificate, and Mozilla Firefox 10.0.2

The redirect includes cryptographic tokens that Rotten Tomatoes uses to subsequently request profile information from Facebook for that user.
Sun et al. [18] performed the first usability study of single
sign-on protocols on the web. Participants using OpenID
performed single sign-on related tasks using the existing
browser interface and a proposed browser interface. They
also surveyed attitudes towards single sign-on and comprehension of the risks and functionality of single sign-on.

2.2

Security indicators in web browsers

The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) / Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol provides encryption and authentication of communication on the Internet. The combination
of SSL/TLS with web content delivered over the Hypertext
Transport Protocol (HTTP) is jointly referred to as HTTPS.
Authentication is performed using public key certificates a
certificate authority (CA) who has verified that a given public key belongs to the legitimate owner of the given domain
name and, in the case of extended validation certificates,
that the key belongs to that real-world entity or business.
Multiple CAs exist, and today’s popular web browsers typically trust upwards of 650 CAs [5].
Web browsers use several user interface elements, called
security indicators, help users judge the security of a connection. Typically, these include the display of the protocol
name (https) and domain name in the location bar, a lock
icon, and additional colouring or elements for extended validation certificates. These security indicators are displayed
within the browser chrome, the portions of the window controlled by the browser, as opposed to the content portion of
the window that displays the HTML page. With several different major web browsers, different computing platforms,
and frequent releases of new versions, the placement and
semantics of security indicators in web browsers is inconsistent. Notably, Mozilla Firefox versions 4–13 did not display
a lock icon to indicate the use of HTTPS, but it returned
in version 14, after completion of our study. The indicators
for each browser in our study are shown in Figure 1.
Research in the usability of security in web browsers traces
its origins to the work of Friedman et al. [6] who conducted

in-depth interviews to understand how users evaluate security of web sites. They collected types of evidence that users
employed to decide if a website was secure: these included
the above security indicators provided by the web browser
chrome, as well as non-chrome indicators such as the type
of information requested, the type of the site, the quality of
the site, and statements within the page about security.
Several subsequent works have investigated the extent to
which users and websites employ these and other security
indicators. Whalen and Inkpen [20] used eye-tracking equipment and interviews to analyse how users interact with security indicators: most looked at the lock icon, though few
made use of its interactive capabilities to display certificate
information; less than half looked for the the use of HTTPS
in the location bar. Notably, no participants gazed at security indicators prior to being “primed” for security.
Certificate authorities, in conjunction with browser manufacturers introduced extended validation (EV) certificates
in 2007; CAs would perform more extensive identity validation checks on parties (in exchange for more money), and
browser manufacturers would introduce user interface elements, such as colouring the location bar green, to convey
the purportedly greater trustworthiness of sites with EV certificates. Sobey et al. [14] analysed the relative effectiveness
of the indicators of Mozilla Firefox 3 and their own modification; users did not generally notice the EV indicators in
the standard Firefox 3, but their own modification was more
successful. However, no major browser currently employs an
interface similar to their modification.
Schechter et al. [12] observed that users continue to login to websites when security indicators have been removed,
even when security warnings are presented. Sunshine et al.
[19] tested the effectiveness of various SSL security warnings;
some designs were more effective than others, but in all cases
a large proportion of users clicked through warnings.
Several works [11, 15, 16] have raised questions about the
extent to which this insecure behaviour can be explained
by the artificial study environment. Complicating factors
may include: participants using artificial credentials may
feel less motivation to protect them; participants being “task
focused”; and participants trusting that performing these
operations in a study at a university means there is no risk.

2.3

Experts versus non-experts

Early research by Friedman et al. [6] observed that users
from a high-technology neighbourhood were better able to
describe the security indicators associated with an encrypted
channel compared to users from a less technical neighbourhood. Sobey et al. [14] found that expert users were better
able to identify extended validation certificate security indicators in web browsers. Sunshine et al. [19] in their research
on the effectiveness of SSL warnings briefly consider whether
technical expertise influences ability to identify warnings;
they observed that experts made slightly better decisions
than non-experts in some specific situations.
A real-life phishing attack performed by Jagatic et al. [7]
on students at Indiana University found that students majoring in technical fields were roughly half as likely to fall
for spear phishing emails as students in non-technical fields.
Wright and Marett [21] confirmed that individuals with high
self-reported computer self-efficacy or web experience, or
participants who had high scores on a security awareness
evaluation, were less susceptible to phishing attacks.

3.

METHODOLOGY

In this study, we observed the behaviour of study participants while performing certain social networking tasks;
our observation equipment included eye-tracking devices to
record where the participant’s gaze was during the tasks.
After the online tasks, participants completed a survey.
Participants were recruited via email and personal contacts; we aimed to recruit approximately 50% of participants
as people we believed might end up classified as being security or computer experts and 50% as novices. Participants
received a $15 gift card for participating, and could withdraw from the study at any time while still receiving the
full value gift card, although no participants did. The study
was conducted in a small computer lab at an off-campus
university building. Descriptions of the study indicated to
participants that we wanted to observe their of social media;
we omitted any references to security in the study description or instructions. The study was approved by the Human
Ethics committee of the Queensland University of Technology and by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Indiana
University.

3.1

Eye-tracker calibration

After signing the study consent sheet, participants were
seated at a desktop PC running Microsoft Windows 7, with a
widescreen 19” monitor (a trial version of this study run earlier noted that some eye-tracking systems perform poorly on
small monitors). The PC was equipped with the Mirametrix
S2 Eye Tracker, placed just below the monitor. This eyetracking device has a data rate of 60 Hz with binocular tracking. The accuracy range of the device is 0.5 to 1 degree and
the drift range is less than 0.3 degrees.
The device manufacturer’s 9-point calibration routine was
run. Accuracy varied by participant: participants without
astigmatisms had average error of 40 to 50 pixels. Relying solely on manufacturer calibration had two drawbacks.
First, the distance between some security indicators was less
than 50 pixels, so it would be difficult to distinguish gazes
at nearby indicators. Second, reported error for the device
was averaged over the 9 calibration points, but subjects had
differing inaccuracies: some users had small errors for points
close to the centre of the screen but large errors for points
near the edge of the screen, and vice versa.
As a result, we designed a secondary calibration phase in
which we showed users additional calibration points which
corresponded to points of interest for our study, for example
the point at which the lock icon would appear when logging
at a certain stage. We identified these points for each of
the browsers in our study and prepared calibration videos.
Participants were given a choice of web browser: Google
Chrome 17.0, Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0.5, or Mozilla
Firefox 10.0.2 (the most recent versions of the browsers at
the time of the study). We then showed users the secondary
calibration video and directed users to gaze at the points in
our calibration videos. This secondary calibration was done
twice: before Facebook tasks and before OpenID tasks.
This secondary calibration phase allowed us to identify
what the eye-tracker recorded for points of interest of our
study, and compare those recorded points with points of
gaze during the online tasks to determine whether participants gazed at our points of interest. Since the device’s
precision error was substantially lower than its accuracy error, this allowed us to obtain higher accuracy. We deemed a

participant to have gazed at a security indicator while it was
on screen if there was a fixation whose recorded distance to
an indicator was within the average, plus two standard deviations, of the distances recorded for that point of interest
during secondary calibration; two standard deviations ensured that all gazes recorded during secondary calibration
would be accepted as valid, whereas one standard deviation
would have missed some of the calibration gazes.

3.2

Online tasks

After calibration, participants were instructed to begin
the online tasks. Prior to the participant’s arrival, we randomly decided whether the participant would be assigned
to complete tasks involving Facebook first or tasks involving OpenID first. In this explanation, we will proceed for a
participant who was assigned Facebook tasks first; the Facebook and OpenID descriptions below would be swapped for
participants assigned to completed the OpenID tasks first.
Facebook. The participant was given the list of Facebook
tasks as in the appendix. In summary: in task F1, the participant was asked to navigate to the movie rating site Rotten Tomatoes, login with their Facebook account, and rate
a movie; in task F2, they were asked to post a story about
a movie from Rotten Tomatoes to their Facebook profile
and then log out “as if you were walking away from a public computer”; in task F3, they were asked to visit a blog
on LiveJournal and post a comment on a story using their
Facebook account, then log out; in task F4, they were asked
to share something from Amazon on to their Facebook profile; finally in task F5 they were asked to log out, go back to
Facebook, log in, and then log out one last time.
Each Facebook logins resulted in a pop-up window being displayed in the centre of the screen as shown in Figure 2. Participants were asked to use their own Facebook
account if they had one, however they were instructed that
they could request alternative credentials to use instead of
their own. After logging in to Facebook, participants were
asked to grant the relying party access to certain personal
information. In the statistical analysis, we analyzed the login portion and the personal information grant portion of
the tasks separately.
We did not alter the behaviour or code of any of the websites used in this portion of the study. Although the front
page of facebook.com is not delivered over HTTP, HTTPS is
used to display the login page when Facebook single sign-on
is accessed via a secondary website, so HTTPS security indicators were present during Facebook single sign-on login;
no extended validation indicator was displayed as Facebook
does not have an EV certificate. After logging in to Facebook, an additional page was displayed asking the user to
share profile information with the relying party, security indicators may or may not be present on this screen depending
on whether users have enabled Facebook’s “Secure browsing”
setting.
OpenID. The participant was next given the list of OpenID
tasks as in the appendix. In contrast with the Facebook
tasks, participants were not asked to use their own credentials. Instead, they were given credentials (an identity URL
and password) for the OpenID provider we set up for this
study.2 In task O1, the participant was asked to visit a blog
on LiveJournal and post a comment on a story using the provided OpenID account; in task O2 they were asked to visit
2
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Figure 2: Login screen for Facebook single sign-on
from Rotten Tomatoes in task F1 in Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0.5.

most people are indeed highly proficient at using computers.
For example, no participants in our study answered below
3 on our 5-point Likert scale question (#9) where 1 was
“I often ask others for help with the computer” and 5 was
“Others often ask my for help with the computer”. Thus,
our rating of computer expertise was relative within this
context. In particular, participants were assigned points for
computer expertise as follows:
• 0.5: “Yes” to #8 “Do you use a computer daily for
work?”
• 0.2–1.0: Answer to #9 “Rate yourself on this scale: 1—
I often ask others for help with the computer . . . 5—
Others often ask me for help with the computer”
• 1.0: “Yes” to #12 “Do you have a degree in an ITrelated field?”
• 0.5 each: “Yes” to #13 “Have you ever. . . designed a
website . . . created a database . . . written a computer
program?”
The maximum possible score was 4.0. Participants with
scores ≥ 2.5 were classified as computer experts.

Security expertise.
a blog on BlogSpot and post a comment on a story, again
using the provided OpenID account. Our OpenID provider
operated entirely over HTTP, so no security indicators were
ever present during interaction with our provider.

3.3

Survey

After completing the above online tasks, participants were
given a 39-question survey to complete online. There were
three components to the survey: (1) participant general demographic information, (2) information to assess the participant’s computer and security expertise, and (3) information
pertaining to their understanding of single sign-on and their
behaviour in the online tasks. Some of our questions were
based on questions in existing survey instruments: section
2 included questions on technology expertise from Egelman
[4] and Sotirakopoulos [16]; section 3 included questions on
single sign-on comprehension from Sun et al. [18].
Some of the questions in our survey tried to identify which
security indicators users use when signing in to websites.
Where possible, we designed the sequence of questions in our
survey to avoid priming participant responses: for example,
in question 32 we asked the free-form question “How do you
decide if it is safe to enter your username and password
on a particular website?”, but not until question 38, several
screens later, did we explicitly list various security indicators
and ask users to indicate which ones they used.
Upon completion of the online tasks and survey, participants were given a debriefing sheet with tips on using social
networking sites, specifically Facebook, more securely. For
participants that used their own Facebook account during
the study, we offered to help them remove artifacts of the
study from their account, including posts added to their
wall/timeline and apps/websites linked to their account.

3.4

Classifying expertise

We used survey answers to classify participants on two
dimensions: computer expertise and security expertise.

Computer expertise.
In the city and country in which we conducted our study,

We used answers from the following questions to assign
points for security expertise as follows:
• 0.5 each: “Yes” to #13 “Have you ever. . . used SSH
. . . configured a firewall?”
• 1.0: “Yes” to #20 “Have you ever taken or taught a
course on computer security?”
• 1.0: “Yes” to #21 “Have you attended a computer security conference in the past year?”
• 1.0: “Yes” to #22 “Is computer security one of your
primary job responsibilities?”
• 0.5: “Yes” to #24 “Do you have an up-to-date virus
scanner on your computer?”
The maximum possible score was 4.5. Participants with
scores ≥ 2.5 were classified as security experts.
While the survey included several security-related freeform questions (#18 “If you know, please describe what a
‘security certificate’ is in the context of the Internet.”, #19
“If you know, please describe what is meant by ‘phishing’.”),
we explicitly did not use answers to these free-form questions
in deciding security expertise. Instead, we used answers to
the free-form questions to cross-check validity of the security
expertise score above. Points for the free-form answers were
as follows, up to 1 point for each question:
• #18 “If you know, please describe what a ‘security certificate’ is in the context of the Internet.”
– 0.5: Mentioned SSL or HTTPS.
– 0.5: Mentioned use to secure communication or
demonstrate trust of a website.
– 0.5: Mentioned ownership of a public key.
• #19 “If you know, please describe what is meant by
‘phishing’.”
– 0.5: Mentioned stealing user information.
– 0.5: Mentioned fake email or fake website.

3.5

Eye-tracking data

During our analysis, we found that using eye-tracking data
to answer the question “did the user look at this point?” is
somewhat difficult. Users have a lot of eye movement during
web browsing tasks, and may fixate near a point for just a
fraction of a second; how long does the gaze need to be
in order to “count” as having looked at that point? We

will consider both the number of fixations over a security
indicator and the duration of gazes at security indicators.

3.6

Statistical analysis

We analyzed the eye-tracking data using Bayesian twoway analysis of variance and cross-validated our results using
standard null-hypothesis testing. We examined mean gaze
duration per fixation, mean number of fixations, and mean
total gaze duration per task. The full methodology is in
Appendix B; our source code is available online.3

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our study had 19 participants overall but our eye-tracking
equipment failed to record data for 1 of them.
During the online tasks, two participants requested to use
alternative Facebook credentials rather than their own.
Note that based on survey question #33, few participants
found the online tasks difficult, with no more than 3–4 participants (out of 19) rating any task “hard” or “very hard”.

4.1

Classifying expertise

Based on the methodology of Section 3.4, we classified
participants on their expertise.
• novices: 9 participants had computer and security expertise scores < 2.5
• computer experts: 4 participants had computer expertise scores ≥ 2.5
• security and computer experts: 6 participants had computer and security expertise scores ≥ 2.5
3

Security
Computer
experts /6
experts /3
dur.
# fix.
dur.
# fix.
F1: Rotten Tomatoes / Facebook
1.788
2.667
0.679
1.000
Login
Personal info
0.282
0.500
0.170
0.333
F3: LiveJournal / Facebook
Login
0.110
0.167
0
0
0.058
0.167
0.016
0.333
Personal info
F4: Amazon / Facebook
Login
0.036
0.167
0.186
0.333
1.188
2.167
0.701
1.667
Personal info
O1: LiveJournal / OpenID
Login
0
0
0.455
1.000
0.225
0.333
0.099
0.333
Personal info
O2: BlogSpot / OpenID
Login
0.126
0.333
0
0
0.479
0.833
0
0
Personal info
Task

Novices
/9
dur.
# fix.
0.794
0.064

1.556
0.111

0
0

0
0

0.274
0.617

0.556
1.444

0.142
0.194

0.444
0.444

0.049
0.029

0.111
0.111

Participant demographics

Our participant pool consisted of 3 females and 16 males,
with an average age of 26 and an age range of 18–39. Although our participants’ gender and age distributions do not
match that of the general population, several previous studies on Internet security suggest that gender and age do not
affect participant security behaviour [3][16, §4.3, §5.2].
In terms of education, 1 participant had completed at
most high school, 8 had studied some of or completed an
undergraduate degree, and 10 had some postgraduate education. For those with some university education, 9 responded
that they studied in a subject area related to information
technology, 4 were in a subject area not related to IT, and 5
gave no answer. Only 5 of our 19 participants had English
as a first language, but no participant appeared to have any
trouble understanding instructions during the experiment.
All participants indicated that they had a Facebook account, and 17 had used their Facebook account at least once
in the past month. Four participants with Facebook accounts reported having previously used their Facebook account to sign in to another website. No participant indicated
that they had an OpenID account. However, given that
many major webmail services are also OpenID providers, it
is likely that many of the participants did indeed have an
OpenID account but did not realize it.
In terms of web browser usage, during the study 9 participants chose to use Google Chrome, 2 chose to use Microsoft
Internet Explorer, and 8 chose to use Mozilla Firefox. All
but one user reported using one of the available browsers as
their primary web browser.

4.2

Table 1: Use of security indicators. Average total
gaze duration (seconds) and average number of fixations on
security indicators by task and classification for login and
personal information grant dialog boxes.

http://eprints.qut.edu.au/55714

No participants had high security expertise but low computer expertise. As a result, from here on we use “security expert” to mean “security and computer expert”; “nonsecurity experts” includes both novices and computer experts
who were not security experts.
To assess the validity of our security expertise questions,
we included some free-form questions (#18, #19) in our
survey, and scored participants on their answers to those
questions as described in Section 3.4. We then compared the
score on free-form answers to the classification based on the
non-free-form answers. The mean score on free-form answers
by the 6 security experts was 1.0, while the mean score by the
13 security non-experts was 0.423. The difference in means
was statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U = 62, n1 =
6, n2 = 13, p = 0.0398). We argue this provides evidence for
the validity of our security expertise classification.

4.3
4.3.1

Use of security indicators
Eye-tracking evidence

As reported in Table 1, the majority of users in all expertise classifications did have a gaze point near the https or
domain name security indicators. We now explore in detail
the extent to which task and expertise affected number and
duration of gazes.

Number of fixations.
Expertise effects. When we examine the overall mean
number of fixations between different expertise groups, we
find that, while there appear to be differences between the
groups in terms of number of fixations—with security experts having a higher mean number of fixations—those differences fall within our uncertainty measures and cannot be
considered credibly different (Figure 3).
Task effects. However, when we examine the data by task,
a different story emerges. When we consider all of the Facebook tasks and compare them with the OpenID tasks we
observe that while a mean difference of 0.0 is to the left of
the distribution, it is fully within our 95% highest density
interval, meaning that we cannot credibly conclude that the

Figure 3: Differences in mean number of fixations based on expertise.
Novices vs. Computer Experts

Novices vs. Security Experts

mean = −0.000479
50.8% < 0 < 49.2%

−0.5

95% HDI
0.0

−0.471
0.5

Differences in Mean Number of Fixations based on Expertise

−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

95% HDI
−0.2

93.5% < 0 < 6.5%

12% in ROPE

0.0617
0.0

mean = −0.204

87.3% < 0 < 12.7%

10% in ROPE

0.333

Non−Security Experts vs. Security Experts
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mean number of fixations differs in terms of task groups
(Figure 4).
However, we note that Task F1 login and Task F4 personal information grant have noticeable and credible differences in terms of the mean number of fixations they receive.
Furthermore, when we remove those tasks from consideration, any differences between Facebook tasks and OpenID
tasks disappear (Figure 4).
Cross validation. These results correspond to our standard two factor ANOVA analysis looking at expertise (factor
A) and task (factor B). Only factor B was found to be statistically significant (p = 5.85e-06). Neither factor A nor the
interaction were found to be statistically significant. When
we use Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (Tukey HSD)
to investigate the results, we find that only tasks F1 and F4
have any significant differences compared to the other tasks,
supporting our initial Bayesian analysis.
These results demonstrate that users checked security indicators more during their initial login to Facebook, as well
as when being asked to confirm sharing personal data on
Amazon, but that overall number of gazes did not change
for the OpenID login tasks4 .

Gaze duration.
The number of fixations gives us a picture of what tasks
subjects consider important, but it does not give us the full
picture. We also want to know the length of consideration
each subject gives to each fixation and the total time they
spend gazing at security indicators. We analyzed mean gaze
duration per fixation in two ways: First we look at a more
fine grained model of expertise while only considering if the
task is from Facebook or OpenID, then we look at a fine
grained model of individual tasks, but treat subjects as either having security expertise (security experts) or not (nonsecurity experts).
Expertise effects. Looking at our fine grained model of
expertise, we find that security experts, on average, gaze
longer than novices5 . However, our results suggest a bit of
uncertainty: the mean difference of 0.0 falls outside our 95%
HDI, but the 95% HDI includes part of the ROPE (Figure
5). A similar situation arises when we compare security
experts with non-security experts. No mean difference lies
outside our 95% HDI, but part of the ROPE is contained
within the 95% HDI. We find no credible difference between
security experts and computer experts, nor between novices
and computer experts.
Cross validation. When we cross-validate we find that
4
Recall that OpenID login in our study occurred over HTTP,
so no SSL security indicators were present. However, we still
analyzed whether participants gazed at where those indicators would have been.
5
Recall that “novices” excludes computer experts.
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the results of our Bayesian analysis are confirmed using a
two factor ANOVA considering expertise (factor A) and
task type (factor B). We find that expertise is an important factor. However, when we use Tukey’s HSD to examine
the paired comparisons, we find that only the difference between security experts and novices is significant (p = 0.061),
roughly corresponding to our Bayesian results.
When we compare security experts to those without security expertise (non-security experts)6 , the cross validation
is stronger than our Bayesian results. The log transformation of the data gives us approximately normal data. This
allowed us to use a Welch two sample t-test to compare
the results due to differences in group variances. We found
that differences between the groups were statistically significant (µ = −0.2858, 95% CI = −0.50284292, −0.06874345,
t(99.869) = −2.6124, p = 0.01038), confirming that security
experts gaze longer than non-security experts.
Task effects. When we consider gaze durations per fixation based on specific expertise, and analyze the general task
type differences we find there is no credible difference between Facebook and OpenID in terms of mean log(duration),
meaning that subjects gaze for roughly the same amount of
time during Facebook tasks and OpenID tasks.
However, when we consider our fine grained task model
to see if any tasks receive more time per fixation based on
expertise, we find that participants of all expertise levels
gazed somewhat longer at security indicators during the login portion of task F1 and the personal information grant
portion of task F4, but the difference in average gaze duration during these tasks compared to other tasks fall within
our uncertainty measures and cannot be considered credibly
different.
Cross validation. With a two factor ANOVA test, we did
find an statistically significant effect for task on mean per
fixation duration. However, in the post-hoc analysis, the
only truly significant differences were between task F3 and
all other tasks. Looking at the data, this is due to an outlier
effect, rather than any true artifact. No other tasks had any
significant differences in mean per fixation durations.
Total duration. Having both the number of fixations and
mean per duration of fixation, we also wanted to examine differences between expertise (factor A) and tasks (factor B) on
the total fixation duration per task, rather than per fixation.
Due to difficulty of specifying an accurate sampling distribution, we analyzed total duration using standard NHST
techniques.
We find that task has a significant effect on total gaze
duration, but there is still too much uncertainty about the
effect of expertise to make a strong claim that it has an effect
Table 2). When we look at post-hoc Tukey HSD analysis we
6
Recall that “non-security experts” includes both novices
and computer experts who are not security experts.

Figure 4: Differences in mean number of fixations based on task. In the charts, Task 1 refers to the login portion of
the Facebook F1 task on Rotten Tomatoes, and Task 6 refers to personal information grant portion of the Facebook F4 task
on Amazon.
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Figure 5: Differences in mean log(duration) based on expertise.
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Table 2: Two-way ANOVA analysis of mean total
gaze duration per task.
A (Expertise)
B (Task)
A:B
Residuals

Non−Security Experts vs. Security Experts

mean = −0.258

98.5% < 0 < 1.5%

23% in ROPE

−0.384

Computer Experts vs. Security Experts

mean = −0.299

Pr(> F )
0.116
2.9e-05
0.824

find that the only two tasks that are significantly different
from the mean are tasks F1 and F4, which makes sense,
given that they receive more fixations total (Figure 4).
Discussion. It is difficult to directly compare our rates of
security indicator usage with those of Whalen and Inkpen
[20], since they simply reported the number of participants
for which they “verified” that the user checked the indicator.
In Table 1 we report the proportion of participants that
gazed at security indicators, but we see from the average
duration of these gazes that the time spent looking at security indicators varies significantly. As a result, we cannot say
whether our participants’ observed use of security indicators
matches or disagrees with that of Whalen and Inkpen. This
does highlight the open issue of how to report and compare
usage of security indicators from eye-tracking data.
Unlike Whalen and Inkpen, who reported observing no
fixations before priming their participants for security, we
do observe fixations without any security priming. However, the nature of the fixations focuses primarily on tasks
F1 (initial Facebook login) and F4 (share information with
Amazon). The first represents the first time a subject logs
in, while the second represents interacting with a commercial website. It appears that, aside from these tasks, subjects
give only cursory attention to security indicators, supporting
Whalen and Inkpen’s results that without security priming,
subjects will not pay attention to security indicators.
On the other hand, our results seem to suggest that most
users, regardless of security experience, are aware of security indicators and consult them in tasks they view as risky.
This is an encouraging result, but, our experimental design
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does not allow us to determine the effects of the security
indicators on decision making.

4.3.2

Self-reported use

Next, we compared self-reported use of indicators versus
gaze duration. Recall that survey questions #32 and #38
asked subjects to report which security indicators they used
to decide if it is safe to enter their username and password;
in question #32, it was a free-form question, whereas in the
later question #38 subjects were presented with a list of
indicators and asked to check the ones that they looked for.
In the free-form question #32, only 4 subjects’ responses
mentioned one of the three accepted SSL security indicators (https, lock icon in browser, certificate); all 4 of these
subjects were classified as security experts. (We emphasize
that the classification in Section 3.4 of subjects as security
experts did not depend on question #32 or question #38.)
In contrast, when presented with a list of security indicators in question #38, many more users reported using security indicators (Table 3). When prompted, participants
self-report much higher use of security indicators.
To analyze this data, we assigned each user a score between 0 and 3, with one point for each of “https”, “lock icon
in the browser”, and “certificate”, which are the only security
indicators presented in the browser chrome. In particular,
we omitted “lock icon in the page”: as an element of the
web page content, a lock icon on the page is not a trusted
user interface element [17]. All but 3 participants reported
looking for at least one of these three security indicators.
The average score for security experts was 2.5, whereas the
average score for security non-experts was approximately
half that at 1.38, with the difference in these averages being statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U = 62, n1 =
6, n2 = 13, p = 0.0408). In contrast, the average score for
computer experts was 1.8 compared to 1.67 for computer
non-experts; the difference was not statistically significant
(Mann-Whitney U = 50.5, n1 = 9, n2 = 10, p = 0.6722).
We then compared the self-reported use of security indicators with eye-tracking data. Of the 4 users that selfreported use of security indicators in free-form question #32,

Table 3: Self-reported use of security indicators.
Indicator
https
lock icon on the page
certificate
website privacy statements
type of website
professional-looking site
lock icon in browser

Security
experts /6
6
2
4
2
6
2
5

Computer
experts /4
1
1
1
3
2
1
1

Novices
/9
6
5
6
4
6
3
3

Table 4: Participant logout actions on Rotten Tomatoes and Facebook in task F2.
Classification
Security experts /6
Computer experts /4
Novices /9

RT&FB
3
3
3

Logout of
RT only
FB only
0
1
0
0
3
1

none
2
1
2

Table 5: Mental models of single sign-on.
Other security indicators reported: “brand”, “lack of ads”,
“firewall”, “anti-virus safe browsing feature” (×2).
2 did gaze for security indicators and 2 did not. To analyze
self-reported use of security indicators in prompted question
#38, we used the security indicator score computed in the
previous paragraph and compared it with security indicator
gaze duration during Facebook login in task F1. The correlation was quite low and not statistically significant (Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.188, P = 0.4546).

4.4

Understanding of single sign-on

To determine participants’ understanding of single signon, we considered participants’ successful completion of logout tasks and their responses to survey questions related
to the flow of information in single sign-on.
We asked participants questions about their previous use
of single sign-on. Nine of 19 participants had heard of single
sign-on, all of whom provided a reasonably correct definition
(question #27); 4 were security experts, 2 were computer
experts, and 3 were novices. Thirteen of 19 participants
reported having “previously experienced using a single username and password to access different systems” (question
#28). Of the 7 who responded “No” to that question, we
have reason to believe as least 6 of them had in fact used single sign-on systems before, as they were or had been students
at a university that the authors know uses single sign-on for
a variety of services. This suggests that in today’s web-based
environment, users and system administrators do not have
the same view of what constitutes “different systems”.

4.4.1

Logout

We directed the participants to log out several times: during Facebook tasks F2, F3, and F5, the participants were
instructed to “Log out of the web browser as if you were
walking away from a public computer. (Do not log out of
Windows, however.)” Subsequently in task F5, they were
asked to “Go back to the Facebook site and log in.” and
then “Log out of Facebook.” All participants completed the
last part of task F5—“Log out of Facebook”. Participants’
behaviour at earlier tasks is more interesting; we focus on
the first logout at task F2.
The participant is actually logged in to two websites during task F2: Rotten Tomatoes and Facebook. Rotten Tomatoes appears to make use of Facebook’s single sign-on API
for logout: users that log out via the link on Rotten Tomatoes are also logged out of Facebook. This is not a required
feature of the Facebook single sign-on API, and users do not
know a priori if dual logout will occur.
For task F2, we recorded whether users explicitly logged
out of Rotten Tomatoes website and whether they explicitly
logged of Facebook (Table 4). Overall, 14 of 19 users successfully logged out of either Rotten Tomatoes or Facebook,

Classification

Correct
drawing

Security experts /6
Computer experts /4
Novices /9

3
0
5

#34 Does Rotten Tomatoes
know your Facebook p.w.?
Yes
No
Don’t
(wrong) (correct)
Know
3
3
0
0
3
1
1
4
4

with 11 actually visiting Facebook to logout or check that
they were logged out. There was no significant difference
between the behaviour of experts and novices.
We did not specify any logout task for OpenID, although
our OpenID provider did have a logout function. Curiously,
one participant did return—unprompted—to the URL for
the OpenID provider to logout after task O2.
Discussion. The participants seemed to demonstrate conservative logout behaviour, in that when using a single signon service such as Facebook on a public computer and when
directed to logout upon completion of their work, they logged
out of both the relying party and the identity provider, and
in particular all participants logged out of Facebook at the
completion of the study.

4.4.2

Mental model

Several survey questions provide insight into participants’
mental models of single sign-on, including the drawing exercise after question #33 and questions about password and
profile information.
For the drawing exercise, we used the same methodology
as Sun et al. [18] for assessing the correctness of the mental
model expressed in the drawing. As reported in Table 5,
security experts did not do significantly better than security
non-experts at answering this question.
Question #34 tested participants’ understanding of the
flow of information during single sign-on: it aksed if they
believed that the relying parties, such as Rotten Tomatoes,
learned their password for the identity provider Facebook.
Table 5 reports the results: security experts did not do better than security non-experts, in fact they did worse.

5.

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss some additional observations.

5.1

Preference for single sign-on

When asked in question #37 if they would use their Facebook or OpenID account to login to third-party websites in
the future, only 11% of participants responded “yes”; 42%
chose “depends”, and 47% chose “no”. Contrast this with
the results of Sun et al. [18], where they asked participants
whether they would in the future prefer to use single signon in the form of OpenID (3%), in the form of Sun et al.’s
identity-enhanced browser (9%), it “depends” on the type of
site (36%, of which 30% preferred the ID-enhanced browser

and 6% preferred OpenID), or not use single sign-on at all
(29%). Our participants were substantially less inclined to
use single sign-on than Sun et al.’s participants; since our
participants only had the option of using traditional single sign-on as opposed to Sun et al.’s ID-enhanced browser,
they did demonstrate a slightly more favourable response
than Sun et al.’s participants did to OpenID.

5.2

Nature of task and risk

The Facebook and OpenID tasks involved different levels
of risk: in the Facebook tasks, most participants used their
own accounts despite having the option to use manufactured
accounts, whereas in the OpenID tasks all participants were
instructed to use manufactured accounts. However we noticed no significant difference in number of fixations or gaze
duration between OpenID and Facebook tasks.
However, we did notice a difference between certain Facebook tasks. As noted in Section 4.3.1, participants of all
expertise levels paid more attention to security indicators
during their initial Facebook login, and when they granted
Amazon, the only e-commerce site in our study, personal information. The difference in security behaviour depending
on the nature of the site is interesting and we believe merits
further study in future work.

5.3

Study limitations and mitigations

It is well known that there are limitations to the ability
of laboratory usability studies to reflect real-world environments [11, 15, 16]. We consciously made several study design
choices aligned with recommendations previous work to try
to reduce the impact of the study environment.
Setting. The setting of a study and the demeanour of the
person running the study can have an effect on study participants. Individuals participating in a study—particular a
security study—at a university can be of the frame of mind
that “this is being run at a university, nothing can go wrong”.
Our ethics restrictions did not permit us to disassociate the
study with the university, but we did take some measures
to attempt to mitigate these factors. Our study took place
in a university building a few blocks from the main campus,
in an office tower in the city’s central business district. The
person running the study was a Master’s student, casually
dressed in shorts and a t-shirt.
In terms of the electronic “setting” of the study, we tried
to match the participants’ natural computing environment
to some extent. Participants were given a choice of browser.
All had previous experience using Facebook, so that single
sign-on mechanism was not entirely foreign. One unavoidable unnatural characteristic was the use of eye-tracking
equipment and the required calibration stage, though the
device itself is relatively unobtrusive, and requires no further user attention once calibration is complete.
Demand characteristics refer to the “tendency for research
subjects to guess the reason for a study, and then to attempt
to confirm the experimenter’s apparent hypothesis” [11]. All
materials that our participants saw before and during the
online tasks described the study as being interested in ‘participants’ use of social networking and social media’, with
no mention of security or privacy. Mentions of security only
began in the survey, after completion of the online tasks.
Task focus is a risk in security usability studies: participants in studies are often highly motivated to complete the
given tasks. Some previous studies [12] gave participants

tasks to complete and then analyzed whether the participants completed these tasks even when security indicators or
site authentication images were removed; participants who
so completed the tasks were deemed to have not paid attention to indicators. Patrick [11] criticizes that approach
due to task-focused participants being motivated to complete the tasks they have been given. As a result, we did not
artificially remove any security indicators during our study,
instead relying on eye-tracking data to assess participant attention to security indicators, both on tasks where security
indicators were naturally present (single sign-on with Facebook which uses HTTPS), and naturally absent (single signon with our OpenID provider which designed to use only
HTTP). Moreover, our participants were promised that they
would receive the full value of their compensation regardless
of whether they completed the tasks or not. Nonetheless,
in the informal discussions we had with participants upon
completion of the survey, some participants reported task
focus affecting their decisions.
Use of credentials. Schechter et al. [12] confirmed that
study participants who use their own account credentials,
rather than provided credentials, behave more securely. As a
result, we asked participants to use their own credentials for
Facebook tasks; we provided participants with alternative
Facebook credentials if asked, which 2 participants did.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

With ever more websites that users need accounts for, and
with the growing popularity of social networking, the use of
web-based single sign-on systems is likely to increase. With
multiple parties involved—the user’s browser, the identity
provider, and many relying parties—users may have a hard
time understanding what happens with their credentials and
personal information, and what conditions should be satisfied for them to believe that a connection is secure or that
it is safe to enter their username and password.
We examined users’ use of security indicators in web-based
single sign-on using Facebook and OpenID by employing
eye-tracking equipment and surveyed users on their perception of information flow in single sign-on to determine if users
with technical experts behave more securely than novices.
Our survey tool for classifying users as computer or security
experts adapts existing tools and is cross-validated against
other questions in our survey.
We found that users with security expertise did look at
web browser security indicators more than those without
security expertise; but computer expertise alone was not a
predictor. Our participants—security experts and novices
alike—in general had very poor understandings of the flow
of information and trust in web-based single sign-on.
Future work directly related to the study includes examining the proportion of users that logout without being directed to do so and examining the generalizability of the
results to others demographics.
Important future work in this area includes the study of
long-term trends. As users continue to use the Internet
more and more and as their general computer proficiency
advances, do they make better or worse use of security indicators? With the recent popularity of social networking,
it seems plausible that web-based single sign-on will become
far more prevalent in the coming years, and it will be interesting to see if and how users’ understanding of web-based
single sign-on improves as frequency of use increases.
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APPENDIX
A.

ONLINE TASKS INSTRUCTIONS

[As noted in Section 3.2, participants were randomly given either the Facebook tasks first or the OpenID tasks first.]

A.1

Study Tasks—Facebook

Task F1—Rotten Tomatoes
1. RottenTomatoes.com is a movie information and review website. It allows users to login using their Facebook account.
Please use your Facebook account to sign in to the Rotten
Tomatoes website.
2. Please pick a movie on Rotten Tomatoes, rate it.
Task F2—Rotten Tomatoes
1. Please post a story about a movie from Rotten Tomatoes
on your Facebook profile.
2. Log out of the web browser as if you were walking away from
a public computer. (Do not log out of Windows, however.)
Task F3—LiveJournal
1. LiveJournal is a blogging and community site. It allows
users to post comments using their Facebook account. Please
visit the blog at the address “[omitted from paper]” and post
a comment on a story using your Facebook account.
2. Log out of the web browser as if you were walking away from
a public computer. (Do not log out of Windows, however.)
Task F4—Amazon
1. Amazon.com is an online shopping website. It allows users
to post items from Amazon onto their Facebook profile.
Please visit Amazon, find an item, and share it to your Facebook profile.
Task F5—Facebook
1. Log out of the web browser as if you were walking away from
a public computer. (Do not log out of Windows, however.)
2. Go back to the Facebook site and log in.
3. Log out of Facebook.

A.2

Study Tasks—OpenID

For these tasks, you will be using a different account to login
to websites. Here are the credentials you should use:
• Identity URL: [omitted]
• Password: [omitted]
Task O1—LiveJournal
• LiveJournal is a blogging and community site. It allows
users to post comments using their OpenID account. Please
visit the blog at the address “[omitted]” and post a comment
on a story using your OpenID account.
Task O2—BlogSpot
• BlogSpot is another blogging and community site. It allows
users to post comments using their OpenID account. Please
visit the blog at the address “[omitted]” and post a comment
on a story using your OpenID account.

B.

BAYESIAN MODELS

We analyzed the recorded eye-tracking data using Bayesian
two-way analysis of variance and standard null-hypothesis testing. We examined mean gaze duration per fixation, mean number of fixations, and mean total gaze duration per task. After
examining the initial data, we found that a log transform of the
mean gaze duration per fixation would transform the data into
a normal distribution, rendering it more amenable to standard
null-hypothesis testing.

For all of our analysis we at looked two nominal predictors: expertise and task. While our experiment design is within-subjects,
due to the nature of data collection, there are tasks where subjects
may not fixate at all, leading to missing data points for groups
of subjects. This is fine for number of fixations and total fixation
duration per task, where we can record a 0 for number of fixations, or total fixation duration, respectively. However, for mean
gaze duration per fixation, it makes analyzing the task factor difficult, as a task with no fixations has an undefinded mean fixation
duration. To address this issue, we looked at two situations:
1. 3 levels of expertise: novice, computer expert, and security
expert; but 2 levels of task: Facebook or OpenID.
2. 2 levels of expertise: security non-expert, and security expert; but 7 levels of task.
The analysis in condition 1 demonstrated no credible difference
between novices and computer experts in terms of mean gaze
duration, providing support for the validity of the analysis in
condition 2.
For our statistical analysis we used R with JAGS, through the
library rjags. We also used the library coin to faciliate the use of
the Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test during our cross-validation.

B.1

Bayesian model definitions

We used two different Bayesian ANOVA models using two nominal predictors of mean log-fixation duration and mean number of
fixations. We evaluated the Bayesian model for the conditions in
Section B and each of the duration models had the same parameters, but evaluated under different factor conditions. We looked
at individual factors as well as interactions between factors [8]:
~1 ~
~2 ~
~1×2 ~
y = β0 + β
x1 + β
x2 + β
x1×2 where the each dot product
of the vectors βi and xj sums to 0. This allows us to understand
how each factor relates to the baseline β0 .
The hierarchical model used for the mean log duration analysis
(Figure 6) has the same structure between conditions 1 and 2,
but has different levels j and k, depending on the condition. The
model for mean number of fixations has the same overall structure, but takes its sample values from a Poisson distribution.
We use skeptical priors, informed by the data to reduce the need
for long burn-in times. Our priors are based on the means of the
data, but use larger standard deviations than what are observed.
For example, we calculate the shape and rate parameters by using
the observed standard deviation of the entire dataset as the mode
and standard deviation of the gamma distribution. This gives a
prior distribution that is based on the data, but is broad enough
to avoid an overly biased assumption.
We assume all of the data comes from the same overarching
distribution, but, as the data is integrated, the posterior will reveal any differences based on the factors being investigated. This
is akin to standard NHST in that we can evaluate the differences
between the distributions, and if those differences are credibly
different than 0.0, we can conclude that, given the data, we can
be reasonably certain that the groups differ. In order to get a
good estimation of the desired distribution, we sample the model
through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process.

B.2

Figure 6: Hierarchical Bayesian Model for mean
log(duration) of fixations. µ0 and τ0 represent the baseline mean and precision of the normal distribution representing the log transformed duration data as a whole. Sk
and Rk are the shape and rate parameters of the gamma
distributions of σβ , which are used to calculate τβ . τβ is the
precision (1/σβ2 ) of the normal distributions used to model
the deflections β1 and β2 . β1j represents factor 1 (experience), across levels j. β2k represents factor 2 (task), across
levels k. Lσy and Hσy represent the low and high values for
the uniform distribution describing τy . τy is the precision
of the normal distribution with mean µi . This final normal
is generated for each data point according to the equation
given in the figure. The sample data point yi is taken from
this final distribution. This illustration shows the prior distributions, which are adjusted by the data before the final
samples are made.

MCMC features

The goal of the hierarchical model is to describe a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo process to recover the correct distributions of
the factors under consideration by sampling from the given state
space. When a long enough chain of samples is considered, it
can recover the features of a given equilibrium distribution [13].
However, given the nature of the sampling, there can be correlations between samples at time t and t − 1. We also need to
be certain that the MCMC process is sampling from the correct
distribution.
In order to address these issues we use multiple sample chains,
each with a period of time to adapt and burn-in the MCMC sample. Because our prior assumptions are initialized in an informed
way, our burn-in and adaption phases need not be too long, but
we use 12000 steps to adapt each MCMC sample chain, and 15000
steps to burn the chain in to the correct distribution [13].
Once the MCMC is in place to sample the distribution, we
save a total of 250000 samples. However, we only take 1 out
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of every 75 samples to reduce autocorrelation. Thus, each one
of our 25 chains has a length of 7.5e05. This lets us perform
convergence analysis to ensure that the chains in fact, converge
to an equilibrium distribution [13]. After these assurances that
our Bayesian analysis is robust, we also cross-validated our results
with standard null-hypothesis testing.

B.3

Standard null-hypothesis testing

Since Bayesian analysis is not yet standard, we compared the
Bayesian results with standard null-hypothesis testing using a
two-way analysis of variance with interactions between expertise
and task. We corrected for the unbalanced nature of the results
using Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference. We performed analogous ANOVA comparisons on all of the Bayesian analysis to test
agreement.

